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About the Book
About the Author
Author, adventurer & life-liver: EM is the brains and driving force behind the
world of Esmè. She is an intrepid optimist with a keen sense of adventure,
eye for design, hand in fundraising, and heart for philanthropy.
 
EM writes all over the world and is on a mission to ignite and empower
individuals and organizations to "be the change you wish to see in the world".

Erin is a digital illustrator, painter, and resin hobbyist, but creates in every free moment
of the day, no matter the medium. Born and raised in Indiana, they adventured

over to New Hampshire with their husband and two puppies after earning a
B.S. in 3D Animation and Computer Graphics Technology at Purdue University.

They are a self taught artist who has always spent their time illustrating and now work as a paint
instructor, a children’s book illustrator, 2D video game animator, and a freelance illustrator juggling

commissions on the side. Erin positively loves going to art shows and Comic Cons in the area and
participates in artist alleys often to sell their prints and paintings.  All in all, they are endlessly

grateful to have a packed life doing what they love most - creating art in a multitude
of ways, always to inspire.

About the Illustrator

Story Summary

A Note on the Book Guide
This guide is for the book Esmè the Curious Cat to help educators, guardians and the
like implement the book in their learning spaces. The intended age groups are from
ages 5 to 11 or kindergarten to grade 3.  It is assumed that it and its activities will be

adapted to the needs and capabilities of the instructor’s learners.  
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Following her curiosity and delight in every step, join Esmè as she learns
lessons, conquers her fears and forges friendships in unexpected corners
of our great, big, beautiful world. Embarking on an adventure of a tropical
nature, Esmè uncovers unexpected friendships, treasures and joy in the
beauty of the journey!

https://www.thecultivatedgroup.co
https://www.thecultivatedgroup.co/emily
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The Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in
History/Social Studies, Science, Math and Technical Subjects (“the Standards”) are

the culmination of an extended, broad-based effort to fulfill the charge issued
by the states to create the next generation of K–12 standards in order to help

ensure that all students are college and career ready in literacy no later than the
end of high school in the United States. Our Curriculum Guides coincide with the

General Core State Standards for grades K-4, as designated in the website:
http://www.corestandards.org.

For further differentiation by grade level core curriculum standards
as the class or students engage and further learn, employ options

in each exercise to build independence, meet small groups
for guided reading, targeted skill practice, and targeted language development.

Our goal is to enhance our world’s future and through
Esmè the Curious Cat, we hope you’ll join us!

Common Core Standards

https://www.corestandards.org


Activities
English Language Arts
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Pre-Reading Activities: Activating Prior Knowledge

Our Actions Have Consequences 
Discuss how our actions have consequences on the people around us and the world as a whole. 

Give an example of decisions we make (e.g., driving instead of walking vs. walking instead of driving,
saying something mean to someone vs. saying something nice to someone) and have the group come
up with consequences of those choices. 

Discuss what it is like to try new things (e.g., games, going somewhere new, learning a new skill,
meeting new people, etc.). 

 Do they enjoy trying new things? 

 What do they like about trying new things?
 
 What don’t they like about it and why? 

 What do you have to do to try new things? 

 How do they benefit from trying new things?



English Language Arts
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Book Exploration

Discuss the various parts of books. 
 Point out the author and illustrator. 
 What are both of their roles in creating the story? 
 Why are those roles important? 

 Looking at the front cover, what do you think the book will be about? 
 What does the book title tell you? What about the picture on the book cover?

 What type of art is this (i.e., watercolour)? 

 Turn to the front sleeve; do the thumbnails on the page suggest anything more
 about what the story might be about?

 Turn to the copyright and acknowledgements page. What is the purpose of this part of the book?
 Look at the title page and explore further.

 Turn to the back cover of the book. Identify the summary and read it. 
 Is this similar to what you thought the book would be about? 
 What is the purpose of a summary?



English Language Arts
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Post Reading Activities

Discussion Questions (Based on Bloom's Revised Taxonomy)

1. What type of turtle was Dax? What do we know about that type of turtle? 
 [Endangered] (Remember)

2. Why are leatherback turtles endangered? How do the reasons Dax mention harm turtles
 and other animals? (Understand)

3. What do you think would happen if people stopped polluting the planet? Who would
 benefit and how might the world look different? (Apply)

4. What are ways that your actions impact the people and world around you? (Analyze)

5. How does learning about what is causing leatherback turtles and other animals to be
 endangered make you feel? Are any of your actions impacting the turtles? Are you going
 to do anything about it? If so, what? (Evaluate)

6. If you were going to convince people to change their actions to not harm others 
 (people, animals, the world), what would you say? (Create) 



Passport to the Planet
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Foldable Journal Instructions
One of Esmè’s most prized possessions is the Passport to the Planet where she takes notes on all of the

lessons learned on her adventures. Everyone can make their own Passport to the Planet to record
the activities they partake in and the lessons they learn along the way.

On the next page are four templates for potential ways to fold a standard piece of paper into a
small notebook. Alternatives can include stapling together smaller sheets of paper

(e.g., a quarter of a standard page), or use premade notebooks and decorate the front.
Once the book is created, it can be decorated similar to Esmè’s or created as their own.  



Passport to the Planet
Printable Instructions
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Activities
English Language Arts

Seeing the World Differently:

Someone Else's Shoes
This book is written in the third-person perspective, where the narrator, or person telling the story, 
is not in the book. Either as a class or individually, explore Esmè the Curious Cat and the Voyage of 
Leatherback Dax from the point of view of some of the characters in the book. 

 

How would each of these characters tell this book in their own words?
Do these points of view change the way you feel about the story?

Advanced classes will be able to actually recreate the book from another’s point of view. 
However, if the class is less-advanced, create the story together. 

Discuss how this can be related to conflicts and disagreements in our lives?
How does seeing something from someone else’s perspective help how you get along
with other people or show others kindness?

Esmè the Curious Cat

Dax the Leatherback Turtle 

Nature Observation
If Esmè were to travel to where you are, what would she see?
In your Passport to the Planet, create a Nature Observation section. 

  Draw and write about the environment where you are. 

  What do you see, hear, smell, feel, etc? Try to describe
  it as if the person you’re explaining it to has never 
  been to or seen the place you are. 
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Activities
Math
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1. Dax lays 20 eggs, but the poacher steals 8 of them. How many eggs does Dax have left?

2.  Esmè has 6 plastic water bottles. If she instead reused 1 of those water bottles instead 
     of all 6, how many water bottles did she save?

3. If the Jerk Chicken recipe makes 8 drumsticks, and everyone eats two pieces, how many 
    people can eat?

4. If the Jerk Chicken recipe makes enough food for 4 people, but there are
   12 people that want to eat, how many times will the recipe need to be made?

  OR: If the Jerk Chicken recipe makes enough food for 4 people, 
    and the recipe is made 3 times, how many people can eat?

   5.  If Esmè tells 3 friends about not polluting, and those 3 people
       each tells another 3 friends, how many friends now know about 
       pollution thanks to Esmè?

Word Problems

Note: Printables on the next page can be printed to help solve these math problems.



Math Printable
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Activities
Science
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Endangered Animals
Explain the differences and similarities between: 

 Threatened species
 Endangered species
 Extinct species

Discuss how animals become endangered and what people can do about that. Discuss a few organizations 
(local and globally) that are trying to help endangered species. 

Remind the group the importance of leaving nature in nature and what that means if they find an animal
(big or small) in nature. What are the consequences of poachers taking Dax’s eggs?
How does that harm Dax and her species?

Next, show them pictures of specific animals, and ask whether they think the species is threatened,
endangered, extinct or none of the above (i.e., there is not a threat to that species). The following page
has a few examples to get this activity started. 

Visit this link as a useful resource for further lesson plans and resources relating to this topic. 

https://www.thoughtco.com/endangered-species-lesson-plans-1182039
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Animal Tracks

In the book, Esmè finds Dax’s tracks
in the sand. Have you ever seen animal 
tracks outside before?  For this activity,
take your Passport to the Planet, go 
outside and look for animal tracks. When 
you find them, draw them in your book
and/or take a photo, and try to guess what 
kind of animal they belong to. An alternative 
includes printing off pictures of animal 
tracks and the students guess what animal 
they belong to and why. Compare different 
types of tracks, including Dax’s, and discuss
whether they are similar and why or why
not they think that is the case. Discuss if
all animals leave tracks. 

Science
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Read the following quotes from the book and discuss what Esmè means, and why they’re important: 

To demonstrate how our actions have an impact on the people and world around us, discuss the
“ripple effect.” Demonstrate this by dropping something in water (either the facilitator or the kids
can do this) to show how one action is more than just one action. Discuss how this relates to the book. 

Next, discuss the actions humans take that harm the planet and animals. Then discuss ways that
humans can change their behaviour. Read the following quote as an example: 

To encourage a reduction in the use of plastic, go through the recycling bin and find plastic objects.
Discuss how that piece of plastic could have been rethought, refused, repaired, reduced, or reused
before being recycled.

Pollution & Making Choices
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“There is gravity in the choices we make every day. 
Even accidental consequences are here to stay.” 

“If my small decisions each day hurt Dax’s family, I’ve got to start thinking - no I must start demanding!
My family, my friends, and all their friends too can make a big difference through their choices - you can too!”

“The world is my playground and it’s your playground too, the best way to ensure its survival is to choose.
Be aware of your choices, both the good and the bad, and know in the future you have a big hand.” 

 

“We could reduce plastic waste and our plastic consumption, we must with great haste 
- and do so with gumption! We mustn’t be meek when conserving the planet. 

It’s not one person’s job - it’s all of ours - the whole gamut!” 

Activities
Social Studies
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Social Studies

RETHINK
REFUSE
REPAIR

REDUCE
REUSE

RECYCLE
ROT



Social Studies
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Reread the following quote from the book: 

In the book, Esmè finds an unexpected friendship in someone who was very different from her: 
Dax looks different, lives differently and is from somewhere different than she is. But what they 
have in common is the universal language of kindness. Esmè learned a lot from Dax because she
was curious, kind and said, “hey”. 

Let’s learn about what the group has in common with each other and what they can learn from
their differences. 

In the first activity, the entire group stands in a circle. One person (the instructor at first) stands
in the middle and says something about themselves (e.g., I wear glasses; I am an only child; my
favourite subject is science). Anyone who shares that in common must move from their spot and
find another spot in the circle, at least 2 spots away from their current spot. Then, one person will
be left without a spot, and will start the next round by saying something about themselves.
Remind the group that it is a safe place to share. 

In another activity, have the students go into pairs. Have them discuss for 3 to 5 minutes what is
different between them. Then have them talk about what they have in common. Debrief the activity
by discussing how even though people can be very different, they will always have something in
common with one another. 

Unexpected Friendships

“Our curious friend learned a lesson that day, Esmè made a new friend and discovered 
one way to learn something new is to simply say ‘hey!’.” 

Alternative
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Unexpected Friendships
Venn Diagram
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LeatherbackTurtles: Dax Research Project
How much do you know about leatherback turtles? It’s time to research them. 
Information to be gathered must or can include:

 How can you tell a leatherback turtle from another kind of turtle?

 What do leatherback turtles eat?

 Where do leatherback turtles live?

 How do leatherback turtles show how they feel?

 Draw a picture of a leatherback turtle.

 Write 3 words that describe a leatherback turtle.

 What the world can do to not endanger them any further.

 Interesting fact #1

 Interesting fact #2

 Interesting fact #3

Students may use the internet or the library to complete their research. Once all the necessary
 research is done, students will create a poster visual with all the necessary information and 
present their findings to the class.

Bonus or  Alternative: Some students can continue by researching other endangered animals. 
Either the entire class does a project on leatherback turtles, or where every person chooses a 
different endangered animal. 

Social Studies
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Word Search
Complete the word search by finding the words that are hidden in the puzzle.

The words to find are along at bottom of the page, and go from left to right, up to down or diagonally. 

ADVENTURES  JUNGLE   POLLUTION  TRACKS
CHOICES   LEATHERBACK  RECIPE   TURTLE
CONSERVATION  OCEAN   REFLECT   VOYAGE
ENVIRONMENT  PALMTREES  SHORELINE  
        



Complete the puzzle by filling in each word with the word that matches the clue
at the bottom of the page where each box indicates one letter. 

Across words are spelled left to right, and down words are spelled top to bottom.
The words overlapping indicates the same letter. 

Down:
1. Esmè followed _________ to find Dax.
2. We can save the _________ by reducing our 
    plastic consumption.
3. A _________ was on the piece of paper Esmè
    found on the beach.
6. She followed the tracks all the way to the
     _________, carefully tiptoeing not to leave 
     any sign.
11. Our new sea friends need us, and they need
     you too, to make different _______ -- we can
     save the Big Blue!

Across:
4. What kind of trees are on the island? (Two words)
5. What is one of the reasons Dax’s species is endangered?
7. A collection of trees and plants, typically involves
   animals
8. Where does Dax live?
9. What type of turtle is Dax?
10. What was the recipe for that Esmè found? (Two words)
12. What kind of animal in the book has a shell on 
    their back?

Crossword Puzzle
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Sudoku



Answer Keys
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Word Search Answer Key

Crossword Puzzle Answer Key
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Sudoku Answer Key
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Thank you for joining us!

For more information and resources,
please visit:

www.esmethecuriouscat.com

https://www.esmethecuriouscat.com
https://www.esmethecuriouscat.com
https://www.instagram.com/esmethecuriouscat
https://www.facebook.com/esmethecuriouscat

